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The types of corporate transactions in which our firm has particular expertise
Currently, we have the following description regarding our corporate practice on our website.  

The size of our firm’s corporate transactions team
We have a Corporate Practice Group. Most of the lawyers in our firm work in the corporate transactions field, supervised by 9 Japanese partners and 2 non-Japanese partners.

Examples of transactions our firm has undertaken
We have some publishable corporate/M&A transactions as attached. Among these, the Advanced Energy/Trek merger transaction was referred to us by an Alfa law firm, though they were not in the transaction itself (I could not find the original referral email but the head office of this client is in Fort Collins, Colorado so I assume that this is where the matter originated). Also, the merger transaction identified as Wangsu was sent to us by Grandall in Shanghai. You might want to highlight these two transactions in any tombstone that is created and you can certainly include them in any success story that is published. Tom Pinansky referred to a China-related transaction in materials that he submitted in Montreal, which was the Wangsu transaction. Grandall engaged both of our firms for that.